

বিপ্লব- বিশ্বাস বিবরণের জন্য নিজ নিজ মহকুমা কল্যাণ অধিকারিকের কাছে যোগাযোগ করা যাওয়া যাবে। এই মূল বিশেষ ভাবে উল্লেখ হয়ে আছে যে সকল হাজার/হাজারের Bank Account Number সঠিক ভাবে পিচ করতে হবে এবং নিয়মিত সময়ের মধ্যে online আবেদন না করিলে কিংবা আবেদনপত্র online এ তেরিফিকেশন না করার কারণে পরবর্তী সময়ে Scholarship না পাইলে উপজাতি কল্যাণ সদরের কত্তুপক্ষ দায়িত্ব নেবে।

স্বাক্ষর

প্রধান শিক্ষক/শিক্ষিকার হাজার/হাজারের চেষ্টায় নেন।
GOVERNMENT OF TRIPURA
DIRECTORATE OF TRIBAL WELFARE
No.F.14-294/TW/Stipend(Post-Matric)/2019-20/ 28642  Date:- 15.11.2019

NOTIFICATION

Notification is hereby issued for information to all concerned and ST students who are permanently residing in Tripura and pursuing studies inside and outside the State to apply for availing Pre-Matric and Post-Matric Scholarship for the academic year 2019-20 through the National Scholarship Portal (scholarships.gov.in) with the following Terms & Conditions.

1. **Time limit for online application:** From 14th November, 2019 to 10th January, 2020.

2. **Verification of online application by the Institution Level Nodal Officer(INO):** From 14th November, 2019 to 31st January, 2020. Verification of online application should be completed within this period.

3. **Verification of online application by the District Level Nodal Officer(DWO):** From 14th November, 2019 to 15th February, 2020. DWO should complete online verification of all applications.

New students for the academic year 2019-20 who have not applied & received scholarship during the year 2018-19 should apply as “Fresh”. The following documents should be up-loaded mandatorily at the time of online application submission and the printed copy of online application duly filled up along with the documents should be submitted to the concerned Institution for verification.

(i) Xerox copy of the Scheduled Tribes Certificate. (ii) Mark sheet of last year. (iii) Passport size photo. (iv) Family Annual Income Certificate (in original) / Father or Mother current Salary Certificate from DDO if employee.

The students who have applied and received scholarship during the year 2018-19 can apply as “Renewal” for which no documents/paper will be required to up-load.

The students who are pursuing their studies outside the state should also submit the printed copy of online application duly filled up along with the documents to the respective SDWO as up-loaded online.

This Notification should be brought to the notice of the students by all the respective Head of the Institutions.

N.B. : The concerned SDWO may be contacted for detailed information on this matter. It is also to be noted that the student must put their Bank Account Number and IFS Code properly. Submission of online application and Institute level verification of the same must be completed within the stipulated time mentioned above. Tribal Welfare Department will not be responsible for non approval on account of late submission by Student or late verification at Institute level.

Director
Tribal Welfare